Detecting R-peak signal from electrocardiogram or ECG signal plays a vital role in cardiac monitoring system and ECG applications. In this paper, Total Variation Denoising (TVD) based approach is proposed to find the locations of R-peaks in the ECG signal. One advantage of using TVD method is that it preserves the sharp slopes or the peaks in the signal. This motivated to use TVD method for R-peak detection problem. The proposed approach is evaluated using the first channel, 48 ECG records from MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database. The accuracy of TVD based approach is calculated on all the 48 records. The proposed method gives 9 false-negative or FN beats, 126 false-positive or FP beats, positive-predictivity of 99.885%, sensitivity of 99.914%, with an overall accuracy of 99.79%.
Introduction
The ECG or electrocardiogram signals represent the electrical signal activity within the heart. Each activity takes the shape of a wave and emerges out with a pattern connecting number of waves. To identify the intermittently occurring disturbances in the heart, the ECG signals are recorded lasting for hours or several days. A normal ECG signal consist of five different deflection waves namely 'P', 'Q', 'R', 'S' and 'T'-wave. The 'P'-wave 'Q'-wave is a deflects downward and follows with upward deflection known as 'R'-wave. 'S'-wave deflects downward after 'R'-wave. 'T'-wave follow the 'S'-wave 1 and sometimes a 'U'-wave follows it. The 'P'-wave shows the sequential right and left atrial activation. The 'QRS' complex represents the simultaneous left and right ventricles activation 2 . The QRS complex, R-peak are the key feature in the ECG signal. The detection method for QRS complex and R-peak has been studied in several articles for many years 3, 4 . A less complex technique for real time implementation was proposed 5 in which self-adapting threshold method with moving average filtering was used, wavelet transform based method 6, 7, 8 , methods based on derivatives 9 , mathematical morphology 10, 11 , filter based methods 5, 13, 14 linear prediction based methods, techniques based on neural networks 14, 15 Shannon energy and Hilbert transform based methods 16, 17, 18 , Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) based R-peak detection methods 19, 20 . Each method has its own pros and cons. The wavelet transform based methods has the issue in selection of mother wavelet, levels etc so that the correct event can be detected. Whereas the filter based methods has to choose the filter length and the bandwidth. The decomposition method like EMD has the problem in selecting the number of modes which can give the peak detection information. The presence of noise will disturb the correct detection of the peak. But using heuristic rules and adjustments, the peak detection can be improved. However, designing a single technique is a hard task. In the ECG signals, the presence of negative R-peaks requires an additional decision making heuristic method as the algorithm are mostly suitable positive peaks. There are articles that explicitly analyses the ways of detecting such events. For example, the records 108 (high noises and negative R-peaks), the method in 21 , investigates the presence and absence of threshold value in detecting the candidate peak events. In 32 , proposed a 4 stages approach for R-peak detection. The stages comprises of 1) filtering, 2) envelope extraction using shannon energy, 3) logic for peak-finding and 4) R-peak location identification. The Shannon energy envelope was used as an estimator to detect QRS complexes and R-peaks. This method used bandpass filter and difference operation (forward) to remove the noise and to emphasize QRS complex. A smooth Shannon energy envelope along with Shannon energy estimator was obtained by applying a zero-phase filter. This approach achieved an average detection accuracy of 99.80%, 99.93% of sensitivity and 99.86% of positive predictivity. In 33 , the paper focuses on the effectiveness of 32 in realtime monitoring system with a simple Microcontroller and the improvement in R-peak detection using peaks of Shannon energy envelope algorithm. The paper checks on how the approach discussed in 32 works in real-time and shows that the detection accuracy rate drops when long pauses arise between the peaks and segmenting of signals for calculating Shannon energy and taking Hilbert transform. The approach discussed in 33 obtained a total accuracy of about 99.83%, sensitivity of about 99.92%, and predictivity of about 99.92%. The current paper focuses on to improve the R-peak detection based on total variation based approach
In this paper, a total variation denoising (TVD) based R-peak detection approach is discussed supported with the experimental results. In this -section 2 describes about the related work done. Section 3 discuses about the proposed methodology. Section 4 describes the result obtained through experimental evaluation and section 5, concludes the study.
Proposed approach
This paper proposes to use the total variation denoising (TVD) method discussed in 23 for R-peak detection in ECG signals. The technique in 23 can do low-pass filtering and total variation denoising simultaneously (LPF/TVD). It assumes that the noisy signal ( ) y n comprises of 1) low frequency component 2) sparse signal component or a sparse derivative signal component 3) stationary white Gaussian noise. The noisy data ( ) y n was modelled in 23 as,
where f is low-pass signal, x is sparse or sparse derivative signal, w is a noisy signal which follows stationary white Gaussian noise. If the noisy signal ( ) y n contains low-pass component along with noise ( y f w ) then a good lowpass filtering (LPF) method can estimate the low frequency component, f f . And if the noisy signal ( ) y n contains sparse signal or sparse derivative component along with noise ( y x w ) then a good total variation based denoising (TVD) method can estimate the sparse component, x x . Therefore, given the signal of the form as in equation (1), the task is to estimate low-pass component, f and tvd component,x . Consider a noisy signal ( ) y n and its tvd componentx , using low-pass filtering (LPF), an estimate for low frequency componentf will be obtained as, 
The above 1 norm based optimization problem refers to the problem of finding an estimate sparse signal or sparse derivative component. Since 1 based optimization is best suited for sparse signal reconstruction, the estimation of x was casted as the 1 norm minimization of first-order derivative of N-point signal x under acceptable constraints. Using a control parameter the optimization problem can be made as an unconstrained one as, 
. Then the first-order derivative matrix D of size ( 1) N N is defined as,
The Dx term gives a first-order differentiation. The constrained formulation for the problem in equation (2) signalx . The sparse derivative signal thus estimated will have the information about the peak locations. In the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia ECG records, it refers to the location of R-peaks. This can be observed from figure 116. The idea of TV has been used for other problems like signal restoration, inpainting, deconvolution etc and applied to different sets of signals 24, 25, 26 . In general, the unconstrained formulation is utilized as it is computationally easier than the constrained one. The objective function of the TV contains a non-differential term and several articles discuss the ways to find its solution 27, 28, 29, 30 . The stages of the proposed approach contains amplitude normalization of the signal, applying TV, first-order differentiation of TV component to remove the piece-wise nature of the component, Shannon energy calculation, finding R-peak within 40 samples 27, 32, 33 , a simple threshold based correction procedure to identify the R-peak. In 23 , a zero-phase non-causal recursive filter formulated as band matrices was used for filtering. Zero-phase filtering removes all the phase distortion and the recursive filter gives computational efficiency. The algorithm process the signal as batches/frames with each containing 10000 signal samples. Since the problem was solved using the optimization framework, the matrix form of filters easily fits in the framework. For suitable , 23 , shows an equivalent formulation of unconstrained objective function, shown in equation in eq (4), with high pass filter, HPF 
where, . Since ECG signals can get corrupted with power line noise, motion artefacts, base line drift, the filtering operation helps in reducing it. Figure 1 shows a signal of length 10000 of the ECG record-100 37 and its various output stages in finding R-peak.
From figure 2, we can observe that the TV component, in piece-wise step form, preserves the location of the sharp signals. In order to remove the step form, simple first-order differentiation is performed. The differentiation operation is performed as in equation (8). This operation performs a high-pass filtering on the TV component. It can be observed that the differentiated signal is bipolar in nature and to detect the peaks correctly, rectification has to be performed. After the rectification of differentiated signal using simple absolute operation, Shannon energy of the signal is calculated as in equation (9).
( ) ( ) ( 1) df n tvd n tvd n (8) 2 2 ( )log( ( )) sne df n df n (9) In several articles, the common formula for calculating energy is performed by squaring the signal. However, this has a bad effect on wide QRS complexes, low-amplitude as it diminishes the magnitude. In 32 , a performance study using 1) shannon energy, 2) shannon entropy, 3) energy, absolute value envelopes are studied. It is shown that Shannon energy envelope method has advantage over other approaches it reduces the effect of low noise value components, produces sharp and smooth local maximas which preserves the location. From figure 1, it can be observed that Shannon energy gives a much better QRS complex region where the R-peak resides. To get this QRS complex region, low-pass filtering is performed. It was depicted that the averaging operation introduced a shift and so regression based low-pass filter method was used. This will smoothen the spike like portion and noise bursts in the signal. The smoothness of the signal depends on the filter length and is found by trial and error way for this approach. Figure 1 exhibit different stages of the operation on record 116. For performing different stages of operation, signal of length 10000 samples is considered. Total Variation (TV) discussed in 33 , decomposes the original signal into TV component and low pass filtering component. The TV component gives a small step like signal at the locations where there is a sudden change in the signal. This location corresponds to the R-peak location in ECG signal. The step-wise nature of the signal in TV component is eliminated by taking a first-order differentiation. Here the signal is applied with a small threshold to remove low unwanted variations. After this, Shannon energy is calculated to correctly identify the region that contains the R-peaks. In this energy calculation, signal samples with small values will diminish. By taking a small window of length 40 samples, with the location corresponding in the main signal, the R-peak location is found by identifying the signal sample with highest amplitude. The window length is fixed through several experimentation. In figure 2(a) , record 104, which is noisy in nature, exhibits the noisy signal portion and the R-peak detection using TV method. It can be observed that the Shannon energy preserves the peak region in the noisy portion. In figure 2(b) , from record 228 it can be observed that the signal nature changes suddenly. Figure 2(b) shows a portion of the record 228 and the R-peak detection using TV method is marked with '*' in red colour. Figure 2(c) , shows portion of record 202, which exhibits the sudden drifts. Figure 3(a) shows a portion of the record 232 is exhibiting long pauses. The long pauses signal in the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia record have duration to maximum of 6 seconds 33 . 
Results and discussion
The evaluation of the TVD based approach is performed using MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database. Over 10mV range and 11-bit resolution, the database consists o 48 records. Each contain two channel recordings, with 360Hz as sampling frequency. This database contains several records with sharp P, T waves, negative QRS complexes wider and small QRS complexes, baseline drift, muscle noise, QRS amplitudes with sudden change, long pauses, QRS morphology with sudden changes, irregular heart rhythms. In this database, the records 228 contains abrupt changes and baseline drifts, records-108 and 222 contains sharp and tall P waves, . Since, the signals in this database exhibits different variations in its behaviour, a fixed c f didn't correctly identified R-peak for all records. From the experiments we found that the values c f in between 0 and 0.1 gives better detection for R-peak. Three quantitative measures are used to calculate the accuracy of the proposed TVD based method to detect R-peak. The measures are True positive or TP -gives the count of correctly detected R-peak, False Negative or FN-gives the count of R-peak missed, False Positive or FP-gives the count of noisy spike detected as R-peak. The present approach's performance is evaluated using sensitivity or Se, positive predictivity or +, and detection error rate or DER 32 . The accuracy for detecting the R-peaks MIT-BIH Arrhythmia records are shown in table 1. The proposed method gives 94 FN beats, 126 FP beats, predictivity of 99.885%, sensitivity of 99.914%, an overall accuracy of 99.79%. Table 2 and 3 compares the false positives, false negatives, obtained using the proposed TV based R-peak detection with the existing approaches. Figure 2 shows the output of the proposed method on the ECG records 104, 228, 202. It can be observed that the TV component captures the peak locations. In order to obtain the locations, the signal is further differentiated and a threshold is applied. We can see that the step form is removed. The shannon energy helps in detecting the R peak regions correctly. Then using a simple window based heuristic approach, the location corresponding to the peaks are identified. The proposed approach works for signals with long pauses, drifts, wider QRS complexes, smaller R peaks, noisy signal portions etc. The record 232 contains long pauses as shown in figure 3 (a) and it has 0 FN and FP's. The signal record 116 contains low-amplitude and drifts (refer figure 3(b) ). The proposed method obtained 8 FN and 3 FP's. In Table 2 
Conclusion
R-peak detection is an interesting problem to work on. This paper proposed a total variation denoising (LPF/TVD) method in 23 for R-peak detection in ECG signal records of MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database. The LPF/TVD method decomposes the signal into two components -TV component and Low pass filter component. The TV component contains the information about the location of peaks. This motivated to use TVD method. The peak location information was extracted using first-order differentiation with threshold, Shannon energy with threshold, and a small window based heuristics to find the location of the R-peaks. The experimental results showed in Table 1 , 2 and 3 shows that the proposed approach using LPF/TVD method has competing accuracy with the other approached discussed in several literatures. The proposed approach obtained a total of 94 false negatives, 126 false positives, and an overall accuracy of 99.79% when applied to all the ECG records in Arrhythmia MIT_BIH database.
